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Who Needs
Subtitles?

The key industries that need
subtitles would usually be the
entertainment and the gaming
industry. But in fact, most
industries could benefit from
subtitle translations.

If you provide training videos,
marketing video content, or any
other audio-visual content — you
might benefit from subtitle
translations. 

Voice-over translation services
can be costly and extensive.
Subtitling your videos and having
SRT files translated might be the
best solution for your business.
Whether you are a small or large
business, there is a service for you.
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Subtitle translations are like
any other form of translation
— a way to bridge the
language gap between
audiences. It can also be a way
to get your message across
accurately.

Translations help you create
more meaningful connections
with your audience. 
Audiences respond better if
their game, film or
educational video is in a
language they understand.

It is also important that the
content is translated correctly.
A poor translation can make
your audience feel like they're
not important to your
business. It can also damage
your reputation as a brand.  

Understanding
Your Audience

2

Learn
from
Others

In recent years, there have
been companies that have
fallen to criticism for their poor
subtitle translations.
This created customer
dissatisfaction and loss of
clients. Their customers felt
underappreciated due to their
poor quality translations. 
Many audiences felt frustrated
by the lack of attention to
detail and professionalism.
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Why Accurate Subtitles
Translations are Important

Depending on your industry, the
benefits will change.
If you are part of the
entertainment or film industry;
accurate subtitle translations
will help you reach a larger
audience and make your
audience more satisfied with
your content. It will also make
them feel included and thought
of, all of which improves their
customer experience.

If you are part of the medical or
engineering industry and you
are looking to provide subtitles
in your training videos or
promotional material, the
benefits will be different.
Translations can be part of your
diversity and inclusion plans in
order to make the workplace a
more inclusive one for your
team. 

Poor translations mean serious
mistakes in the workplace. One
bad explanation of a technique
or instructions on machine
operation can lead to serious
injury.
You might use subtitle
translations in promotional
materials, such as
advertisements, pitches,
business proposals and
presentations.

This will help you reach a larger
audience and this increases
your target audience, profit and
overall reach. 
Running a global enterprise is a
tricky business; ensuring your
message gets across in a
different culture is difficult. But
with the help of a professional
localising expert, this process is
made easy.
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Globalisation
Creating a business has been made easy by the advancements in social
media, international communications and technology. Running an
international operation is more accessible than before. 
Which means that the opportunities for your business are endless.

Although going global seems like a
daunting task, choosing a good
translations service provider to
work alongside you will help you
make this process easier. 
First you need to find one that is
compatible with your business.
This can look like many different
things. It might be important for
you to partner with a company that
is environmentally conscious.

To most, if not all, having a company
that has a proven track record in
customer satisfaction or a certified
high-quality management
guaranteed. We recommend you look
at providers that are ISO 9001:2015 and
ISO 17100:2015 accredited if this is the
case.

To others, ethics and trustworthiness
might be high priority. No matter
what you're looking for, make sure you
ask the right questions about their
process, case studies, read reviews
and ask for free samples of their work.



Global Translations UK is a double
award-winning translations agency
that specialises in a variety of
sectors.
We offer our professional translation
services in 120 languages and over
900 language combinations.

What separates us from the rest is
our strong ethical mindset, our
competitive prices and fast
turnaround. 
We strongly believe in sustainability
and ethical professional practices.
Global Translations UK aims to break
down cultural barriers and create
more effective communication
between you and your audience.

About Company

info@globaltranslations.uk
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How We Work

Free Instant Quote
The first step is to get your free quote
using our instant calculator on our
website. Get your quote in seconds!
Afterwards, a member of our team will
contact you to discuss your project.

Competitive Prices
We offer competitive prices to fit most
budgets—getting a high-quality service
shouldn't have to break the bank.

Global Translators
Your project is then sent to one of our
native-speaker translators that specialise
in the field.

Expert Service
Our team of translators have years
worth of experience in our specialised
sectors. We are ISO 17100:2015 & ISO
9001:2015 accredited and 100%
customer satisfaction guaranteed.

Checked by Project
Managers

Once your project is translated, it is then
checked by our project managers to
ensure it is to the standard of Global
Translations UK. If there is a mistake or
the quality is not high enough; it will then
be sent to another translator to correct
and back to the PM.

Fast Turnaround

From our instant quote to the process of
starting a project and finishing, we aim to
be time-efficient. The communication
network never sleeps and in this fast-
paced environment—we offer urgent
translation services and operate 24/7. 


